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                 Arabic 330 - Primary Source Response Paper Instructions   Select a primary so urce document from the textbook , The Middle East and Islamic World Reader .  Do not select a document that is about or in reference to Turkey, Iran, or Afghanistan. The textbook in cludes content about these nations, however, that content is not directly pertinent to  this course. If you are uncertain about the document you select, please contact me directly to confirm that it is acceptable to use.  Select a thesis related to how the d ocument you selected is significant to Arab ic culture.  Consider the ways in which the document and related events or movements changed or created  social norms and impacted the soc iety in the specific nation and in the Middle East as a whole,  if applicable. Be sure to effectively defend your thesis throughout the paper. There should be  little doubt about the document’s significance to Arabic culture by the end of the paper.  1- Intro (1-2 paragraphs): Introduce the name of the document and the author or entity t hat  produced it. Prov ide historical background about the document. Discuss the time period  it originates from , the nation and/or region it pertains to, and the government, entity, or  person that produced or released it. Describe the s ituation surrounding t he document  including any relevant historical events, political movements, figures involved, and/or any beliefs, religions, or ideologies directly related it . M ention related documents that  preceded it, if applicable. Subsequent documents will be mentioned at the end of the  paper. Introduce your thesis, and briefly describe how you will develop your argument. 2- Body (3-5 paragraphs): Explain how the document is significant to Arab culture. Stay  focus ed on your thesis and the direct support for your thesis. S upport can include  citations from the textbook but must also include citations from at least two other reputable sources. Do not use any internet sources. Books/ articles only. 3- Conclusion (1-2 paragraphs): Reference any follow up documents or policies,  par ticularly if the document you selected directly prompted an immediate response.  Briefly discuss significant and subsequent events. Conclude by finalizing your argument  based on your thesis. Add any pertinent reflections.  Length: 1400 – 1600 words.   Use only academic books or articles, no internet sources.   Use ei ther footnotes or cite parenthetically.   Include a bibliography (all sources included should be cited in paper).  Format for Bibliography :  Book  Uzawa, Hirofumi. Economic Theory and Global Warming . Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2003. Article  Nordhaus, William D. "After Kyoto: Alternati ve Mechanisms to Cont rol Global Warming.”  American Economic Review 96.2 (2006): 31 -34. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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